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Abstract – This paper presents a new three-phase rectifier
that allows the operation as rectifier or inverter, with the
use of three conventional switching cells. This reversion of
power flow can be obtained simply by the inverting two
reference currents. The system is analyzed as a connection
of three independent lower order subsystems, controlled
by sliding regime with decentralized switching scheme.
The output voltage can be lower, equal or greater than the
peak of the input voltage. The operation stages, equations,
control strategy and design of the converter are presented.
Finally, experimental results are shown for operation as
inverter and rectifier.
Index Terms – AC-DC power conversion, DC-AC power
conversion, power quality, power supplies, variable structure
system

I. INTRODUCTION
In the conventional three-phase PWM rectifier using the
standard commutation cells shown in Fig. 1, the output DC
voltage is greater than the peak value of the main voltage. In
order to obtain lower output voltage, it is necessary to add
another stage, as a bidirectional step-down DC-DC converter
as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Bidirectional step-down PWM three-phase rectifier.

These characteristics of the conventional converters shown in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 indicate the necessity to find a different
topology for three-phase rectification with nearly unity power
factor, using conventional commutation cell and also capable
to reduce the output DC voltage, without the addition of a
second converter.
An alternative to single-phase case was presented by Colling
and Barbi [1], [2], which by its turn was a development of the
circuit proposed by Cáceres and Barbi [3], [4]. The topology
is shown in Fig. 3, and has the following properties:
a) it is bidirectional;
b) the AC current, if controlled properly, is an image of
the AC voltage, which allows to obtain unity power
factor;
c) the DC output voltage is lower than the peak value of
the AC input voltage;
d) it employs two conventional commutation cells.
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The converter shown in Fig. 3 satisfied most of the design
requirements. For this reason, in this paper, its three-phase
version is presented.

Fig. 1. Bidirectional PWM three-phase rectifier connected with to
DC-DC converter.
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It is possible to employ the classic step-down three-phase
PWM rectifier, so that is not necessary to use another stage,
as shown in Fig. 2. However, the converter does not employ
the conventional commutation cell to operate properly. In this
converter a diode is used in series with each switch. This
contributes contribute to increase loss, cost, and complexity.
Another disadvantage of this converter is that, if it is meant to
perform DC-to-AC power transfer, the polarity of the voltage
at the DC side must be inverted.

S1, D1

Lac

Fig. 3. Bidirectional high power factor step-down rectifier proposed
by Colling and Barbi [1], [2].
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LacA

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE OF THE PROPOSED
TOPOLOGY
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The structure of Fig. 3 can be divided in two subconverters.
The goal of the lower one (S2D2, S4D4, Ldc2, C2) consists of
keeping a sinusoidal voltage with a DC level on capacitor C2.
This DC level must be higher than Vdc. The upper
subconverter (S1D1, S3D3, Ldc1, C1, Lac) controls the voltage
on capacitor C1, whose AC component must be
complementary to that of Vc2. Besides that, it must adjust the
value of the current iLac to obtain a high power factor [1], [2],
[5].
The three-phase topology is shown in Fig. 4. It was presented
by Colling and Barbi [6], with further developments in [7].
The converter used in phase C has the same function as the
lower converter of Fig. 3. The converters used in the phases A
and B adjust the values of the current iLacA and iLacB.
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Fig. 5. The three-phase system is separated into three subsystems of
lower order: (a) Converter associated to phase A, responsible by the
imposition of iacA. (b) Converter B, responsible by iacB. (c) Converter
C responsible for the control the voltage Vc1C.
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A. Considerations for the operation of the converter C.
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Fig. 4. New bidirectional step-down PWM three-phase rectifier.

The operation of the circuit demands a DC level on the
capacitors c1A, c1B, and c1C in such a way that their voltages
will never be inferior to Vdc. On the phase C capacitor, a DC
level is imposed which is naturally established on the other
two capacitors. This voltage is not perceived by the threephase system, or by inductors LacA and LacB.
Phase C current is a dependent variable, since the neutral
point of the three-phase system, is not connected to ground.
For this reason, it is not necessary to have an inductor
connected to phase C.
In order to begin the analysis of the topology, the three-phase
circuit is separated into three lower-order interacting
subsystems, each one associated to a phase of the power
system.
Fig. 5a shows the subsystem associated to phase A,
denominated converter A. It is of third order and its mission is
to impose the current iacA, no matter the value of (VacA+VN ).
Likewise, converter B (Fig. 5b) must control iacB. Converter C
(Fig. 5c) is a system of second order and must maintain
voltage Vc1C close to its reference, regardless of the value of
(iacA + iacB).

As stated before, converter C controls the voltage on Cc1C
whose reference is a sinusoidal signal with a DC level that is
given by eq.(1). Asterisks indicate reference values and ω
represents the mains angular frequency.
*
*
Vc1C=
+ Vc1Cacp
⋅ sin ( ωt + φC )
( t ) Vc1Cdc

(1)

*
The best distribution happens when voltage Vc1Cac
( t ) is equal

to the voltage of phase C. In this way, in steady state the three
converters process the same power. Furthermore, VN becomes
*
constant, stabilizing about Vc1Cdc
, the other voltages adapt
themselves with proper magnitudes and phase. The duty cycle
of converter C is given by eq.(2).
dC ( t )= 1 −

Vdc
*
*
Vc1Cdc
+ Vc1Cacp
⋅ sin ( ωt + φC )

(2)

To simplify the analysis the semiconductors are replaced by
ideal switches. The switches S1C and S2C receive
complementary pulses to prevent the discontinuous
conduction mode in the LdcC inductor. So, in the diagram
shown in Fig. 6, only two structures are allowed: the first
operating stage is defined when S2C - D2C is turned on and
S1C - D1C is off ( γ =1) ; the second one, represented by

( γ =0 ) , occurs when S1C - D1C is turned on and S2C - D2C
is off.
Defining γ = 1 − γ and grouping the equations of the two
operating stages in a matrix and defining the error of state
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as ε vc1C = v vc1C − v*vc1C and εiLdcC = iiLdcC − i*iLdcC ,

variables

where ε vc1C is the feedback voltage error to vc1C and εidcC is the
feedback current error to iLdcC, it is possible to obtain eq.(3).

considering

the

errors

ε vc1A = v vc1A − v*vc1A and εiLdcA = iiLdcA − i*iLdcA . Equation (9) is
the resulting state equation for this structure.
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main frequency of Vc1C is ω and the main frequencies of
current iLdcC are ω and 2ω shown in eq.(7).. They are
considered stationary compared to switching frequencies.
B. Considerations for the operation of converters A and B
Since converter A and B have the same operational stages.
They only differ in regard to the reference current signals.
The output variable of converter A is the current iacA, whose
function of reference is given by eq.(4). For the operation as
rectifier, π rad are added to the argument of the sine function.
Voltage Vc1A is shaped so as to allow the current to follow its
reference of i*acA .

i*acA (=
t ) I*acA ⋅ sin ( ωt + φA )

+ VacA

(5)

*
Vc1B=
+ VacB
( t ) Vc1Cdc

(6)

Vdc ⋅ i LdcC = Vc1C ⋅ ( i acC + i Lc1C )

(

Vdc
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Fig. 8 shows the main voltage and current waveforms of the
system in steady state, without considering switching
frequencies. The mains voltages are shown in the top of Fig.
8, in the middle are shown voltages on c1A, c1B and c1C.
The DC inductor currents are shown at the bottom of the Fig.
8.
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Fig. 8. Main steady-state waveforms of three-phase step-down

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

Pdc = Pac

*
⋅ I*acp ⋅ s e n ( ωt + φA )
Vc1Cdc

-

rectifier.

Considering the energy balance, an expression for the DC
current in LdcA can be obtained:

=
i LdcC ( t )

+

+
VN
-

(4)

Vc1C in steady state is such that the voltage VN practically
remains constant in the established DC level. Voltage Vc1A is
shaped so as to allow the current to follow its reference i*acA .
Besides that, in steady state, VN remains practically constant
at the established DC level, the voltage of the two other
capacitors are given approximately by eq.(5) and eq.(6).
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Fig. 7. Simplified structure of converter A [1], [2], and [6].
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 dt 

εiacA = iiacA − i*iacA ,

as:

(7)
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The structure that represents converter A is shown in Fig. 7.
An analysis similar to that of converter C is applied here

For the original, single-phase step-up inverter proposed by
Cáceres and Barbi [3], [4], different techniques have been
tested and proposed: application of pulse-width modulation
using the model of "PWM" switch to obtain the small-signal
transfer function, feed-forward control and sliding mode or
sliding regime.
From these mentioned solutions in [3] and [4] the last one
showed the best characteristics of stability and robustness to
the system. Based on this result the sliding regime with
decentralized switching scheme is chosen. In this scheme, the
whole system is considered as the interconnection of two or
more subsystems, each one driven by an independent singleinput control circuit. In each subconverter, one of the
variables is the ruling parameter, and for this one a reference
is defined. The other ones are “secondary variables”, whose
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errors are obtained through high-pass filters [2], [6], [8], [9]
and [10]. In this way, converter A has iacA as ruling parameter
and iLdcA and Vc1A as secondary variables. The converter B
has iacB as ruling parameter, and iLdcB and Vc1B as secondary
variables. Finally, the ruling parameter of converter C is Vc1C,
while iLdcC is its secondary variable [6]. Deeper explanations
concerning the control technique can be found in the
aforementioned references, as well as in [5], [12], [13] and
[14].
Thus, converters A and B are responsible for iacA and iacB,
respectively. In phase C, circulates the inverted sum of this
two currents, therefore the current iacC is controlled indirectly.
Three sliding surfaces are defined, one for each converter,
given by equations (10), (11) and (12).
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Fig. 9. Diagram of converter C with its control by sliding mode.
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(10)

σB= S6 ⋅ εiacB + S7 ⋅ ε Vc1B + S8 ⋅ εiLdcB

(11)

σC= S1 ⋅ ε Vc1C + S2 ⋅ εiLdcC

(12)

iacA
S1A

i*LacA
-

The whole system is of eighth order (without counting the
influence of the high-pass filters), but with the decentralized
switching scheme, a controller is assigned to a cell,
independently of the other cells.
The exposed circuit does not present restrictions to the
relative values of voltages (DC and AC): DC level can be
lower, equal or higher than the AC main peak voltage. In
addition, this circuit is able to work as rectifier or inverter,
only with the direction change of the two currents of
references ( i*acA and i*acB ).
The election of the Si parameters must be done satisfying
some restrictions [1], [2] and [6]. For the sake of simplicity
only the restrictions for converter C are presented; the
relations for converters A and B are similar.
The ratio between S1 and S2 must be limited according to
eq.(13), with ZnC = LdcC
. Vc1C by its turn, is limited by the
c1C
equation (14), so that the system does not escape from the
sliding surface. The switching frequency as a function of time
is presented by eq.(15).
0<

Vdc
S1
<
S2 ZnC 2 ⋅ ( I*acA + I*acB )

S

Vc1C > Vdc + max  1 ⋅ Z2nC ⋅ i*acA + i*acB + i*LdcC  , 0 
S
 2

f cC (=
t)

dC ( t ) 
i* ( t ) + i*acB ( t ) 
V
⋅ S2 ⋅ dc − S1 ⋅ acA

LdcC
c1C
∆σC 


(13)
(14)
(15)

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are block representations of the control
system of converters C and A, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Diagram of converter A with its control by sliding mode.

IV. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTATION
In order to verify the operation of the system, a step-down
three-phase prototype has been implemented, according to the
scheme of Fig. 4, with the following electrical characteristics:
Vdc = 75 V; Vacp = 110 V; output power P = 600 W; minimum
switching frequencies: 13 kHz (converter C) and 26 kHz
(converters A and B). In agreement with the established
criteria, the minimum average voltage on capacitor c1C must
be 185 V, according to equation (14). A more detailed
approach to the design criteria can be found in [1], [2], [3],
[4], and [7].
The electric parameters of converter C are; LdcC =200 µH,
c1C = 10 µF. The constants that describe the sliding regime
surface are; S1 = 0.029 V/V; S2 = 0.073 V/A. The hysteresis
band is defined as 0.51 V. It is used first-order high-pass filter
for i LdcC with a cutoff frequency of fpa = 1.2 kHz.
Concerning converters A and B: LacA = LacB = 5.1 mH are
designed to filter the high-frequency switching ripple,
LdcA = LdcB = 150 µH; c1A = c1B =5 µF are polypropylene
capacitors. The constants that describe the sliding regime
surface are S3 = S6 = 0.322 V/A; S4 = S7 = 0.029 V/V;
S5 = S8 = 1.5 Ω. The hysteresis band is 2.15 V. Four secondorder Butterworth high-pass filter with cutoff frequency of
fpa = 1.2 kHz provide the errors corresponding to i LdcA , i LdcB ,

Vc1A , Vc1B .
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Some problems, such as high-frequency radiated noise, which
causes deformation in the reference signals, false drive pulses,
and alteration of the error signals, did not allow to achieve
rated power in the experimentation with the prototype.
However, the converter is able to provide the desired current
waveform in lower power levels. In this way, it is possible to
verify the operation of the converter working as inverter and
as rectifier in steady state.
The results obtained in the operation as inverter and as
rectifier at half power ( ≈ 300W ) are presented in the
following figures. Initially, the curves in the operation as
rectifier are presented. The voltages on the three capacitors
are visualized in Fig. 11. It can be observed that the DC
inductor currents (Fig. 12) present mainly 60Hz and 120Hz
components, added to higher frequency components. The
switching frequencies in 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° are presented
in Table 1. These frequencies are lower than those defined in
equation (15), due to a dead-time circuit included to allow the
generation of the complementary driving pulses to the
switches.
The currents in the AC inductors are shown in Fig. 13. The
current and the voltage in the AC side, phase A, are shown in
Fig. 14.
It can be observed that the inductor current has the 60Hz and
120 Hz components and higher frequency components. For
this reason, it is possible to build these inductors with siliconiron cores, provided that a small current ripple is allowed, so
as to prevent high loss levels in the inductor cores.
By inverting the signals of reference for iacA and iacB, the
system works as rectifier. The main results are shown in the
following figures: Fig. 15 shows the voltage on the three
capacitors c1A, c1B and c1C. The currents in the DC
inductors are shown in Fig. 16. The currents in the AC
inductors are shown in Fig. 17. The current and voltage in the
AC side, phase A, are shown in
Fig. 17. The switching
frequencies in 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° are presented in Table
2.

Fig. 12. Circulating currents through inductors LdcA, LdcB and LdcC
operating as inverter. (scales: 20A/div., 10 ms/div.)

Fig. 13. Currents iacA, iacB and iacC operating as inverter. (scales:
1A/div., 10 ms/div.)

Fig. 14. Voltage (VacA (t)) and current (iacA) in the AC side (Phase
A), operating as inverter. (scales: 50V/div., 2A/div., 10 ms/div.)

Fig. 11. Voltage on the capacitors Vc1A, Vc1B and Vc1C operating as
inverter. (scales: 100 V/div., 10 ms/div.)
Table 1. Switching frequency for currents iLdcA, iLdcB and iLdcC in the
operation as inverter.
Frequency
Current
iLdcA
iLdcB
iLdcC

no load

0° (kHz)

90° (kHz)

180° (kHz)

270° (kHz)

20,83
21,19
15,43

21,55
19,53
15,43

17,86
15,06
18,38

24,04
25
12,89

18,66
20,49
13,16

Fig. 15. Voltage on the capacitors Vc1A, Vc1B and Vc1C operating as
rectifier. (scales: 100 V/div., 4 ms/div.)
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Fig. 19. Normalized current harmonics in iacA, operating as rectifier
and inverter.
Fig. 16. Circulating currents through inductor LdcA, LdcB and LdcC
operating as rectifier. (scales: 20A/div., 10 ms/div.)

Fig. 20 shows the power factor versus output power. As it can
be seen, the converter operates with high power factor at half
rated power.
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Fig. 20. Power factor versus output power in phase A, operating as
rectifier and inverter.
Fig. 17. Current iacA, iacB and iacC operating as rectifier. (scales:
1A/div., 10 ms/div.)

Fig. 18. Voltage (VacA(t)) and current (iacA) in the AC side (phase A),
operating as rectifier. (scales: 50V/div., 2A/div., 10 ms/div.)
Table 2. Switching frequency for currents iLdcA, iLdcB and iLdcC in the
operation as rectifier.
Frequency
Current
iLccA

0°
(kHz)
16,39

90°
(kHz)
20

180°
(kHz)
21,74

270°
(kHz)

iLccB

21,74

21,28

21,74

20
18,52

iLccC

15,15

10,64

14,29

13,7

Fig. 19 shows the total harmonic distortion of the AC currents
in the operation as rectifier and as inverter. This analysis was
made taking into account the first forty-nine harmonics [11].

V. CONCLUSION
The presented converter is a new contribution to the family of
the three-phase rectifiers with high power factor. Some
inconveniences, of course, can be listed pointed out: the
switches undergo high current stress, the control technique by
its nature uses hysteresis, the definition of the control
parameters can become complex, the switching frequency is
variable and depends on the operating point. On the other
hand, its main advantages in regard to the already existing
converters are:
• it is bidirectional in current;
• the output voltage can be lower, equal or greater than the
peak of the input voltage;
• the converter is able to maintain the input currents, iacA,
iacB and iacC very close to the imposed sine reference (in
phase with the input voltage), achieving a power factor
close to unit;
It is necessary to avoid the radiated noises, since they can
cause problems in the command signals. A way of avoiding
problems with radiated noises could be the use of the digital
control, in such a way as to generate signals of references that
are not altered by external noise.
An important aspect to be highlighted is the use of high-pass
filters to obtain the error signals. This technique proved to
give a good approach of the error signals, but on the other
hand, the control circuit loses sensitivity to the real value of
the current, thus demanding additional protection schemes.
Silicon-iron cores can be used for the DC inductors, since
their currents are mainly composed of DC and low-order
frequencies, provided only low-ripple currents are allowed to
flow through them.
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The studied topology can find a large field of application,
operating as inverter, in the AC power generation of energy
from sources of DC voltage (photovoltaic panels, for
example). In the operation as rectifier, the proposed topology
offers a solution for high-power factor interconnections
between the power system and loads that require DC voltage,
especially in the cases where the DC levels are lower than the
peak value of the available sinusoidal voltage.
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FURTHER READING
Click any one of the following links to be taken to a website which contains
the following documents.
There appears to be a lot of recent patent activity in the area
of building "bridgeless PFC convertors". The following are
some of the patents.
11_584_983_Method_and_apparatus_for_high_efficieny_rectifier
11_204_307_AC_to_DC_power_supply_with_PF
11_302_544_Simple_partial_switching_power_factor_correction
11_474_712_BRIDGELESS_BI_DIRECTIONAL_FORWARD_TYPE_CONVERTER
11_480_004_High_efficiency_power_converter_system
11_706_645_AC_to_DC_voltage_converter_as_power_supply
12_401_983_BRIDGELESS_PFC_CIRCUIT_FOR_CRM
12_798_682_Bridgeless_PFC_converter
3295043_MASSEY_D_C__TO_D_C__REGULATED_CONVERTER
4183079_DC_AC_inverter
4523266_AC_to_DC_conversion_system
4943902_AC_to_DC_power_converter_and_method
5570276_Switching_converter_with_open_loop_input_regulation
5815380_Switching_converter_with_open_loop_Primary_regulation
5815384_Transformer_uses_bi_directional_synch_Rectifiers
6115267_AC_DC_converter_with_no_input_rectifiers
6157182_DC_DC_converter_with_multiple_operating_modes
6608522_DC_to_DC_converter_providing_stable_operation
7250742_Digital_control_of_bridgeless_power_factor_correction
7265591_CMOS_driver_with_minimum_shoot_through
And here is some more information for those who may be interested.
A BIDIRECTIONAL PWM THREE-PHASE STEP-DOWN RECTIFIER
A bidirectional, sinusoidal, high-frequency inverter
A DUAL INPUT BIDIRECTIONAL POWER CONVERTER
A new structure for bidirectional Power flow
BI-DIRECTIONAL INVERTER-CHARGER
Bi-directional single-phase half-bridge rectifier for power quality
BiDirectional Converter
Bidirectional_UP_Inverter
Synthesis of Input-Rectifierless AC/DC
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